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Magnificent
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THE PAPER COLUMN

by Peter Huntoon

0 NCE in a blue moon a spectacular old collection spills
onto the market and unexpected treasures are re-
vealed. Such a collection appeared in 1986, emerging

from deep within Oklahoma. Unbelievable small-size note rari-
ties trickled out, most forgotten save for obscure references in
the oldest sale catalogues and earliest dealer price lists.

This venerable collection had been in the making from ap-
proximately the mid-1940s through the early 1960s. Yes,
several of the all but forgotten small-size note rarities from the
Grinnell collection graced these album pages. One fantastic

group of notes that emerged are the seven $1 Series of 1935C
silver certificates shown here. This set passed through the hands
of three top dealers, each of whom has a great reverence for
outstanding small-size rarities, and each of whom just had to
own the set for a little while: Harry Shultz, Lyn Knight, and
Dean Oakes.

The notes pictured were all serial numbered at the Bureau of
Engraving and Printing on April 10, 1947. Notes T00000001D
through T00000006D found themselves in a separate brick
from the S99999999D. Nevertheless, a veteran collector of ex-
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quisite taste and with an eye for the unique gathered the pieces
from their diverse sources and assembled this remarkable group.
Adding to his credit is the fact that he held the group together in-
tact for almost 40 years!

What sets this group apart from every other 99999999-
00000001 changeover set—a few appeared in the Grinnell
sales—are the mismatched serials that occur on the 4th and 6th
notes where a 9 appears in the third position instead of a zero on
the left numbers. Frosting on the cake is the fact that the press-
man spotted the errors, immediately corrected the press, and
flagged the two mismatches for replacement. How did he flag
the errors? The only way at his disposal. He stuck his finger on
the still wet offending serial numbers and smeared each left to
right across the entire number and beyond into the portraits. I
don't know the fellow's name but I can at least tell you from his
distinctive smears that he was right-handed.

Most fortunately the two mismatches escaped the inspector's
sharp eye and survived to tell their story. Each note in this group
is as pristine as the moment it fell from the press. Even the band-
ing of the bricks, which can chew up such last and first notes, left
no damage whatever on these fine notes.

For those of you who have a technical bent, you will recog-
nize that these notes were serial numbered using the old style
system wherein serial numbering is consecutive down the half
sheet rather than vertical through the stack of sheets. In this case
the 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 notes landed respectively on the A, B, C,
D, E and F plate positions. The 99999999 was printed on the I
position or 3rd note down from the top of the right-hand side of
its sheet. The third position down is exactly where it must lie as
the 99999999th note in its sequence.

The numbering presses for the earliest small-size notes hand-
led half sheets of six subjects. Numbering was consecutive down
the half sheets. Once the half sheets were numbered, the six
notes were immediately cut from the sheet and automatically
stacked in order. The next half sheet was numbered, cut, and its
six notes were added in order to the bottom of the stack.

By the time the $1 Series of 1935A silver certificates were in-
troduced in 1938, numbering presses could handle full sheets of
12 notes. Numbering on these was also consecutive, down the
respective halves of the sheets, but usually the numbers on the
left side consisted of the lower half of serials in the group being
printed and those on the right were the upper half of the group.
For example, a known sheet of $1 1935A North Africa yellow
seals bears the following serials: left side F41952007C-
F41952012C and right side F41954005C-F41954010C. If you
figure this one out, you will discover that this special yellow seal
sheet order consisted of 3996 consecutive serials on 333 sheets!

When the early sheets were ordered for souvenirs, pains were
normally taken to get 12 consecutive numbers on the same
sheet. This involved much hand work with the presses. In the
very earliest situations involving 6-subject numbering presses,
the 12-subject sheets had to be folded in half vertically and fed
through the press twice. Consequently the earliest sheets have a
vertical fold through the center.

The notes shown here were from a regular production run,
not a special sheet order. What we know from these notes is that
the same error occurred in setting the left serials in both the 4th
and 6th positions. The pressman printed the first sheet, pulled it
to check his settings, found the mistakes, and fixed the machine
before continuing the press run. Thus only these two notes from
the press run have the mismatches. They were not produced by
the hundreds or thousands as is commonly the case. There
were just these two: T00900004D/T00000004D and
T00900006D/T00000006D.
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I hope you enjoy seeing these as much as I have enjoyed
bringing them to your attention. Who can imagine what will roll
off the presses next, or become exposed when the next great old
collection finds its way onto the market? ■

Confederate Currency
(Continued from page 155)

Any collector having knowlege of additional counterfeit types
would provide a valuable addition to our knowledge on the sub-
ject by contacting Hank McCarl, P.O. Box 352, Birmingham,
AL 35201-0352.

FOOTNOTES

l ln the North, this Civil War was called the "War of Southern Rebel-
lion," encompassing the period 1861-1865.

2 Grover C. Criswell, Confederate and Southern States Currency,
Citra, Florida: Criswell's Publications, 1976, 294 pp.

3 Type designation based on the widely recognized 72 types of CSA
Notes. CT-10 designates the counterfeit note corresponding to T-10,
CT-11 corresponds to the original T-11, etc. Type XXI is unique since
there is no known original note.

4 Upham imprints identified on some varieties of types designated
"Yes." Others, designated "?," may or may not have varieties printed
by Upham. Those designated by "0" are unlikely to be products of
Upham.

5The number of counterfeit varieties is based on differences in printing,
printed or handwritten signatures, serial number types, variations in
color, obverse and/or reverse patterns, paper types, etc.

6 A large shipment of these "Havana" notes were discovered aboard a
blockade runner from Havana in Mobile in late 1864. The three types
of counterfeit notes were described by a Mobile newspaper in an edi-
torial published in early November, 1864.

7 Types in this table are all counterfeits corresponding to real notes
listed by the indicated designation in the references North American
Currency, Confederate & Southern States Currency (by Criswell) or
UNL for unlisted types.

5Upham imprints identified on some varieties of types designated
"Yes." Others, designated "7," may or may not have varieties printed
by Upham.

9The number of counterfeit varieties is based on differences in printing,
printed or handwritten signatures, serial number types, variations in
color, obverse and/or reverse patterns, paper types. etc.

1°One variety is printed with blue ink, the other with black ink.

III3lack printing on blue paper.
12Paper for both counterfeit varieties and real note is buff. 2nd Variety

of counterfeit misspells "VIRGINLA."

NOTE: Values of counterfeit notes vary according to condition in much
the same way that values of authentic notes vary with condition.
AU, UNC, and CU counterfeit notes are normally worth more
than notes of lower grades. ■

SOUVENIR CARDS ANNOUNCED
The BEP has announced subjects and places of issue for future
cards:

Cherry Hill, NJ — Sept. 18-20:
1907, $10 gold certificate back (item 946)

Honolulu, Hawaii — Nov. 12-15:
1923, $5 silver certificate (item 950)

Lake Buena Vista, FL — Jan. 7-10, 1988:
50( fractional currency, fifth issue (item 952)

By mail, all BEP cards are $4 each from the Bureau of Engrav-
ing and Printing Mail Order Sales, Room 602-11A, 14th & C
Sts., S.W., Washington, D.C. 20228.
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